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Abstract
In this paper we examine the publication of international articles in the two leading
journals in sociology, the American Sociological Review and the American Journal of
Sociology. The most prominent journals in several other social-science fields, namely
economics, demography, political science and education, are included for purposes of
comparison. “International” is defined alternatively with respect to topics and authors.
The journal with the least representation of international topics is the American
Educational Research Journal, followed by the two leading sociology journals. The
journal Demography is also more international in focus than are ASR and AJS.
Economics, as represented by the American Economic Review, and political science,
as represented by the American Political Science Review, are the most international of
this set of fields. The rank order of journals follows largely the same pattern when the
focus shifts to international authorship rather than international subject matter. Foreign
first authors are not uncommon, but many of these authors received their PhD degrees
from a university based in the US or held a faculty position in the US. Co-authorship
teams are most likely to be all US authors, but cross-national teams are not at all
uncommon. Our findings suggest that a disproportionate focus on the U.S. may limit
the sociological imagination and result in an impoverished sociological toolkit that is
ill-suited for understanding the global reality of deeply diverse and divided societies. In
addition, the opportunity structure available to sociologists around the globe is somewhat skewed. Foreign sociologists who rely upon publication in US journals for career
advancement may find themselves at a disadvantage.
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The substantive focus of the leading sociology journals has been challenged over the
years from many angles. Since the 1960s, perhaps the most enduring complaint has
been the dominance of quantitative over qualitative research (for example, see Coser
1975; Wiley 1979).1 Since the 1970s, the under-representation of gender and race as
topics, and women and minorities as authors, has been another prominent theme
(Brown and Gilmartin 1969; Ferree et al. 2008; Jacobs 2007; Rotchford et al. 1990;
Steinberg 2007; Ward and Grant 1985).2
In this paper, we add a variable (or perhaps it would be better to say
“constituency”) to this list. The question we address is whether, and to what
extent, international issues and international authors are under-represented in the
leading sociology journals, American Sociological Review and the American
Journal of Sociology (hereafter ASR and AJS). Complaints about the “ethnocentrism” of American sociology are not new (Hughes 1961; Lie 1995;
Kurzman 2017; see Kurien 2016 for a review), yet they have not received
sustained empirical analysis (see Kurzman 2017 for a prominent exception).
The goal of this paper is to document the extent to which the two leading
American sociology journals represent American rather than international sociology, and to compare sociology to other social-science fields.
Our study draws attention to the underrepresentation of international studies in two
of the world’s leading sociological journals (i.e., the ASR and the AJS), and focuses on
two fundamental dimensions related to the nature of sociological knowledge: its
international stratification and its generalizability.

Academic Stratification
The first dimension sees the academic journal system as a system of stratified rewards.
The stratification concerns stem from the predominant position of US sociology
journals in the ranking of the world’s leading peer-reviewed journals. Access to
publication in these journals can be viewed as a scarce resource to which disparate
groups have uneven access. In other words, if key rewards such as positions in
prominent departments in many countries outside the US require publication in top
journals, and if publication in American journals is an important component of a cv
needed to gain a tenured position, then access to these rewards becomes dependent in
part on the policies and decisions of American journal editors.
Sociology, along with other social sciences, vary in their position in diverse national
political and university systems. Independent academic inquiry is more firmly
established in some countries than others, and the extent to which research and
scholarship is oriented to an international profession also varies (e.g., Patel 2009).
Some have argued for insurgent or “subaltern” national sociologies that support the
1

Traag and Fransen (2016) have constructed a visual representation of the content of quantitative and
qualitative articles in ASR, AJS and several other sociological journals that demonstrates the differences in
intellectual orientation between these two methodological approaches.
2
Brown and Gilmartin report that only 4% of ASR and AJS articles in 1965 and 1966 were on the topic of race
and ethnic relations, down from 5% in 1940 and 1941. Jacobs (2007) reports that only 3 of the 379 most cited
ASR articles had African-American authors. Steinberg (2007, p. 58)) notes that there were only 4 black authors
among the 750 authors in AJS between 1916 and 1940.
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struggles of local efforts to resist the forces of international capitalism (Burawoy 2008).
There is, nevertheless, a growing focus in a number of countries on international
publication metrics, driven in part by international university rankings, and researchers
in a broad array of countries are under increasing pressure to publish in the top journals.
Increasing attention to global rankings and growing pressure from national educational and science to enhance scholarly productivity has led to the internationalization
of the “publish or perish” ethos (Jacobs 2014). This trend has given way to debates over
journal rankings (Altbach 2010) and other metrics of scholarly productivity. In sociology, the standard metrics place most of the top-rated journals on US soil (Jacobs 2016),
and thus access to US publications becomes increasingly important for sociologists’
success in many countries. In other words, whatever other currents may be traversing
sociology in particular countries, the “academic” or “professional” wing of the discipline is increasingly drawn into an international ranking system that is disproportionately influenced by editors and reviewers in the US. The compliance of the leading
journals with this trend is thus of considerable importance to academic sociologists in a
number of countries.
For example, as Victor Azaria noted (2010), academic promotion in Israel relies not
only on the number of the candidate’s publications in refereed journals, but also on the
rank of those journals. Accordingly, publication in a local language, such as Hebrew, is
not recommended for candidates competing for appointments and promotion at crucial
stages of their career. At the same time, publication in the world’s top journals (the AJS
and the ASR) awards the candidate with the mark of unequivocal excellence. The
ranking system therefore provides academic institutions (i.e., universities and colleges)
with a standardized measure by which sociologists, like other academics, can be
evaluated by committees comprised of members from diverse academic and scientific
disciplines irrespective of their competence to evaluate a candidate’s work.
With respect to the US-Western European epicenter, Azaria describes other sociologies in the periphery (such as Taiwan) that embrace the standardized journal ranking
system for diverse local as well as global reasons. (Evetts 2003, 2006 in Azaria; Tsai
2005). Against the background of sociology’s liberation from local state intervention,
the embrace of an international, primarily American evaluation system signifies
sociology’s transition from an ideological to a professional-scientific discipline within
Taiwan’s borders. At the same time, reliance on American-based international ranking
systems when determining promotion appears to have reproduced those ranking
systems.
Generalizability
The second motivation for our research grew out of our unease with the gap between
the available sociological insights and the global reality they seek to comprehend. This
concern impinges on the very nature of sociological knowledge, the time and place in
which it is situated and produced, its generalizability and political implications.
Top scientific journals represent the main platform from which the discipline’s stateof-the-art knowledge is showcased and disseminated. Top sociological journals, like
other top scientific and academic journals, share these aims among others: promoting
the generalizability of its knowledge beyond national borders while shaping the
discipline’s agenda worldwide.
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Nonetheless, the discipline’s knowledge and imagination appear to be caught within
the “national”, a state that the sociologist Beck (2006) called “methodological nationalism”, meaning the tendency of contemporary sociologists to view society through the
prism of the nation-state. The Polish sociologist Sztompka (2010) expands on this idea
by stating that:
Sociologists conceived their subject matter as populations, groups of people,
institutions, organizations and cultures, circumscribed by the borders of a state.
And, obviously, they were most often concerned with their own society. In this
sense, French sociology meant, simply: research about French society; Italian
sociology: the study of Italy; American sociology: the study of the United States
(pp. 22–23).
Zougris (2019) provides empirical support for this conclusion by showing the difference in topical concerns between British and American sociology journals.
Each sociology thus becomes written within a particular national history, a cultural,
political and institutional structure. Within this context, new theories and methodologies evolve and new theoretical concepts are born or travel from sociological centers to
the periphery (depending on the specific state’s location on the global sociological
map), there to be cast and recast in the periphery. Hence, the identification of American
sociology with the state-of-the-art of professional knowledge worldwide configures
American “methodological nationalism” as the main prism through which to observe
social reality everywhere. This condition may have long-term consequences for the
limits of sociological knowledge once outside the US; at the same time, it hinders
American sociologists from expanding their horizons and learning from other, nonAmerican experiences.
The special issue of The American Sociologist edited by Larregue (2017) examines
differences in approaches between French and US research in a number of sociological
subfields, including deviance and criminology, aging, social networks. French sociology is distinctive, to be sure, but it is not appropriate to characterize it as an intellectual
“periphery” that is intellectually subservient to a US-based disciplinary “core.” Instead,
the degree of intellectual independence and cross-national borrowing vary across
subfields.
To be sure, sociology’s problem of ethnocentrism is not new. In fact, the emergence
of sociology as a scientific discipline was a response to modernity in Western Europe at
a specific historical juncture (Eisenstadt and Curelaru 1976). Notwithstanding its
history, the new discipline managed to produce a canonical body of knowledge
transcending Europe’s perimeters. Still, this portrayal of the discipline’s success in
generating a body of canonical, generalizable knowledge has been contested. Critics
have targeted their critique at the exclusionary and imperialist nature of sociological
knowledge, its exclusion of non-White/non-Western thinkers (see Seidman 1994), and
its neglect of the non-liberal world, including the decolonialized world (e.g., Bhambra
and Santos 2017; Connell 1997). Others have questioned whether generalizable sociological knowledge is itself a realistic goal (Burawoy 2008). Bearing these concerns in
mind, we believe that giving up the effort to produce generalizable knowledge undermines sociology’s core mission as a social science, specifically, to understand social
reality.
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Drawing on previous studies seeking to call attention to America’s centrality
and its impact on sociology’s mission to understand the world in which we live,
we suspect that unbalanced international representation in professional journals
could skew our achievement of this goal. For example, Kennedy and Centeno
(2008) have called attention to the negative impact of America’s centrality on
sociology’s capacity to capture the range of social developments in contemporary
society. As they suggest:
American sociology has focused substantially, if not exclusively, on American
society and its intellectual products….Given the power and privilege of American
sociology in the world, it is easy to imagine the world in American terms (2008,
p. 668).
Kennedy and Centeno’s criticism may apply with greater force to journal articles
than it does to American sociology as a whole. Books continue to represent a
major alternative means of communication (Clemens et al. 1995), probably larger
than in other fields such as economics and education. And many internationallyoriented books have been well received. Indeed, Kennedy and Centeno note that
over half of the American Sociological Association’s “distinguished book” prizes
have been awarded to volumes focused entirely or substantially on countries
outside the US (2008, p. 695).
Nonetheless, Stevens et al. (2018) found little participation of social scientists in area
studies programs. Kurzman reports scant representation of research on the Middle East
in social science journals (Kurzman, personal communication; see also Kurzman
2017). Moreover, US-focused research could inhibit the development of an understanding of global processes and interconnections even when those forces are at work within
the boundaries of a single country (Sassen 2003). And the emphasis of publications is
not only on the US but on western liberal democracies.
Our research questions focus on international representation in its various forms in
top journals publishing articles pertaining to the selected social sciences. Several other
social-science fields are included principally for purposes of comparison. In other
words, including journals from economics, political science and other fields enables
us to identify what is common to social science publication processes in high status US
journals and what is unique to sociology.

WEIRD Psychology
The questions addressed here parallel a line of research on psychology research.
Specifically, the field of experimental social psychology has been criticized for overreliance on research subjects from affluent countries. Arnett (2008) reported that the
authors, editorial boards and research subjects were skewed toward the United States.
Specifically, US authors represented 73% of the first authors of papers published
between 2004 and 2007 in six APA journals, with undergraduate psychology majors
at US universities often used as research subjects..
Henrich and his colleagues (Henrich et al. 2010) broadened this criticism by
labelling the subjects of this type of research as “WEIRD,” an acronym coined to
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designate residents of “Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich and Democratic” countries. From this vantage point, fully 96% of psychology research is based on this
segment of the world’s population.
Sociology should be less vulnerable than social psychology to the criticism of
excessive focus on educated and affluent subjects. Sociologists have focused less on
human universals and more on variation between and within groups. As a result, there
are many sociological studies of members of disadvantaged groups. Indeed, some have
complained that the relative inaccessibility of elites results in sociological research too
rarely including the most affluent members of contemporary societies (Kahn 2012).
In this study, we investigate whether the same WEIRD criticism applies to the
leading journals in the field of sociology. We later discuss its far-reaching implications
on the stratification of academic knowledge in sociology as well as on sociology’s
prime mission, verstehen–to understand the social world in the face of spreading deep
diversity and the global crisis of liberalism as a moral and cognitive vision.
As to stratification in sociology, we examine the distribution of international papers
published in top sociological journals as compared with that distribution in other top
social science journals in order to ascertain whether those emerging distributions are
either relatively balanced or weighted by a clear division between “center” (US) and
“periphery” (elsewhere, non-US). To be sure, we did not lose sight of Western Europe
as the birthplace of sociology as a scientific discipline, which continues to produce
classic research and iconic figures. Yet, when it comes to professional sociology and the
global dissemination of disciplinary knowledge, we considered American training
programs as well as its numerous publication outlets to be major forces shaping the
discipline’s agenda and the production of professional sociologists. Many international
graduates, irrespective of whether they remain in the US, therefore become protégés of
American sociology, “made in the USA”, ready to fill the professional cadres in their
home countries and elsewhere. Hence, our initial motivation for conducting the research was to thoroughly examine whether international representation in top sociology
journals is indeed unbalanced. If yes, such results may bear far-reaching implications
for the structure of opportunities available to sociologists around the world in the reality
of a highly stratified discipline. It may even reveal a new exclusionary variable,
“foreignism,” that, like gender and ethnicity, appears to act as an implicit factor in
the exclusion of sociological topics, authors and agendas from the international arena.

Research Questions
We ask the following research questions:
1. How US-focused are the sociology journals ASR and AJS? In other words, to what
extent are international topics represented in leading social science journals? As
we will see, the answer to this question requires some clarity on what it means for a
paper to have a US focus. In other words, papers that include data on more than
one country, or that involve comparisons between the US and other countries, need
to be considered.
2. To what extent are the authors of articles published in leading social science
journals educated in U.S. or foreign universities? Again, the answer to this question
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requires some clarity on defining who is a US author, especially in papers with
multiple authors.
3. How do America’s leading sociology journals, the ASR and AJS, compare to
leading journals in political science, economics, education and demography in
the extent of representation of international topics and the proportion of authors
educated outside the US?
4. How have these trends changed in recent years?
5. Does the nationality of authorship match the substantive focus of the papers? In
other words, do non-US authors write about countries other than the US?

Data and Methods
Six different top social science journals were selected, two from sociology
(American Sociological Review, American Journal of Sociology), one from the
specialty area of demography (Demography), one from political science (American Political Science Review), one from education (American Educational
Research Journal) and one from economics (American Economic Review). With
the exception of AER and Demography, all of the papers that appeared each
year from 2010 through 2016 were coded, yielding about 40 articles per year.
The AER and Demography published many more articles than the other journals
and a varying number of issues. For this reason, we chose selected issues so
that the number of American Economic Review and Demography articles would
not greatly exceed that of the other journals. Responses to previous articles as
well as reviews of books and articles were excluded from our sample.3
Each article was coded according to the following variables:
Name of the journal.
Year of publication.
National Focus. We coded the national focus of a paper based on the use of data
from that country. For example, papers that exclusively used data collected on the
US were classified as “US focused.” A number of issues immediately arose with
this coding scheme, including how to handle papers which used data on more than
one country and papers which were theoretical in approach and which consequently did not report data on any particular country. In the end, the national focus
measure ended up with six categories: (1) US data only; (2) data on the US and
another country; (3) data on a large number of countries including the US; (4) data
on a single country other than the US, (5) data on a large number of countries
excluding the US; (6) presentation of a theory or model, or no national context
indicated.
Author(s) nationality. The coding of authors also raised a number of questions. For
example, how should we classify someone who grew up outside the US but who

3
Specifically, articles from the June and December issues of AER were chosen for every year; the August
issue was added in 2013, 2014 and 2015, and the April issue was added in 2015 and 2016
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did their PhD training at a leading US research university? We decided to
collect several different indicators of an author’s national origin, including the
country in which they obtained their bachelor’s degree. We recognize that this is
not a perfect indication of national origin, but it is usually accurate and was
frequently available on author’s cv’s. All the authors were coded according to
the following variables:
Country in which the first author completed her BA.
Country in which the first author completed her PhD.
Country in which the first author’s university is employed during her drafting of
the article. In cases where the author was not employed by a university but worked
in a private firm or government agency at the time the article was written, the
country in which that firm/agency is located.
Countries in which the co-authors completed their BA.
The multiple measures of nationality allow us to better understand the extent to which
familiarity with US graduate training and US publishing norms facilitates publication in
leading journals. All the variables referring to countries were coded according to the
country categories employed in the IPUMS CPS (Current Population Survey, Integrated Public Use Microdata Series) survey.
The data on the authors were collected from the information published by
the journal as well as in the Internet sites associated with the authors and the
universities in which they are employed, their CVs, and the LinkedIn pages
they maintain. The decision to use the variable “BA” instead of the authors
country of origin resulted from the lack of information on citizenship. Because
the majority of the authors did not indicate their nationality or citizenship on
their CVs, we used the variable BA instead of the authors’ countries of origin.
Some indicated that they hold citizenship in two countries, a fact that complicated identification of the country of origin. The main variable revealed by the
majority of authors was the name of the university in which they completed
their BA. Because this degree is generally earned at a young age and at the
beginning of an author’s academic career (unlike PhD studies, when many
authors move to a different country), it is reasonable to assume that the location
of the BA-granting university is located in the author’s country of origin. This
is not a perfect measure, since some students matriculate in schools outside
their country of origin. In particular, many foreign students obtain their college
degree in the US. Given that we do not have data on the author’s country of
birth, we simply note that these bachelor’s degree data in all likelihood
understate the extent of non-US authorship.
After the authors and articles were coded by country, all the variables underwent
another round of coding according to a dummy variable comprised of two categories:
whether that country was the US or not.
We did not have access to data on submissions, decision rates or the
substance of reviewers’ comments; the absence of these data limits our ability
to identify exactly what aspect of the publication process accounts for the
outcomes we observe.
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Results
Representation of International Topics
Table 1 reports the number of articles included for each journal during the period 2010–
2016. This represents all of the articles and research reports in each of the journals for
this period except the American Economic Review and Demography, from which we
sampled selected issues. The number of articles ranges from a low of 242 in AJS to a
high of 370 in AER.
The extent of international representation in ASR and AJS by topic is presented in
Fig. 1. By our classification, seven in ten articles published in ASR during this period
and just over six in ten published in the AJS are based on data gathered in the US. We
designate these as “US only” articles.
International articles can be characterized in several ways. Some research, such as
that drawing on the World Values Survey (for example, Delhey et al. 2011), include the
US as one of a number of countries. Nearly 10% of articles in both ASR and AJS fit this
approach to international research. A much smaller set of articles in both journals
includes the US and one comparison country.
A final set of papers could not be classified by its country of focus. These
papers were more theoretical than empirical in focus. The number of such papers
was relatively small for ASR and AJS, less than 5 % for each journal. However, as
we will see, this category is much larger for some of the comparison journals.
Given this variety of definitions of international research, one could draw a
line around the US in two ways. One could include research that includes the
US even if it is part of an international comparison, or one could restrict the
definition to US-exclusive articles. Figure 2 takes the former approach, dividing
research into three categories: US-based, non-US and theoretical. Over eight in
ten ASR articles include the US data in one form or another, as do three of four
AJS papers.
Our reaction to these findings is that ASR and AJS are not as US-focused as
some critics may charge. While a 75–80% US focus is not balanced representation
of the world, it is also not as skewed as we might expect. And three-in-ten ASR
papers and over one-third of AJS papers include data on countries other than the
US. As a result, we concur with Kennedy and Centeno’s judgement that these top

Table 1 Number of articles included for each journal, 2010–2016
Journal Name

Number of Articles

American Journal of Sociology

242

American Sociological Review

298

American Economic Review

299

American Educational Research Journal

264

American Political Science Review

323

Demography

305
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Internaonal Topics, ASR & AJS, 2010-2016

70.1%

US only
62.4%

9.7%

Mulple countries including the US

9.5%

US and another country

1.7%
3.7%

12.1%

One or two countries non-US

15.3%

Mulple countries without the US

5.0%
5.0%

Theory/ model/ country not speciﬁed

1.3%
4.1%

0.0%
10.0%
20.0%
American Sociological Review

Fig. 1 International topics, ASR & AJS, 2010–2016

Fig. 2 US/Non-US comparison, 2010–2016

30.0%
40.0%
50.0%
60.0%
American Journal of Sociology

70.0%

80.0%
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Fig. 3 International topics for six social-science journals

American sociology journals are very substantially but not exclusively focused on
the US.
We decided it would be useful to compare sociology to companion fields in order to
get a better sense of whether the international representation could be judged to be high
or low. Figure 3 presents the results comparing sociology to journals in three other
fields. The American Educational Research Journal (AERJ) is the least internationallyoriented journal of this set, with less than 10% of the published articles using data
exclusively from outside the US. Demography, economics and political science, in
contrast, are less US-focused than are the two leading sociology journals. This result
occurs for two reasons. First, more non-US articles appear in these journals (41% in
Demography, 30% in the American Political Science Review (APSR), and 25% in the
American Economic Review (AER). Second, more articles are theoretical in nature and
do not rely on US data. Roughly one-in-five papers in both AER and APSR are not
based on country-specific data. When one combines these two types of articles, the
result is that the fraction of papers based on US data is considerably lower in AER and
APSR than in ASR and AJS.4
How does the representation of international papers vary over time? Figures 4, 5 and
6 shed some light on this issue. Figure 4 displays trends in the percentage of USfocused papers in ASR and AJS during the 2010–2016 period. There is year-to-year
fluctuation in the percentage of US-focused papers and a slight downward trend. In
other words, these journals became slightly less US-focused over this period of time.
4
If we excluded theoretical papers from the denominator, this would increase the fraction of US articles in
AER and APSR (as well as the British journal Sociology, but would only slightly affect the results for ASR and
AJS.
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Fig. 4 Trends in US focus, ASR & AJS, 2010–2016

The same pattern is evident across the six journals included in this analysis, as indicated
in Fig. 5. It should be noted, however, that the trend toward internationalization is
statistically significant for only one of these journals (AERJ) during this short time
period.
The data in Fig. 6 capture a longer time frame for one journal. Articles published in
2000, 2005, 2010 and 2015 in ASR are included. These results point to even more yearto-year variation, and suggest that different editors (or different editorial teams) may
vary in their receptivity to international papers. There was a roughly 15 percentage

Fig. 5 Trends in US-focus, six social-science journals, 2010–2016
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Fig. 6 Percent of papers that include US, ASR 2000–2015

point range between ASR’s least international year (2010) and its most international
year (2015).
Table 2 lists the countries that were the focus of at least two papers in ASR and
AJS during the period 2010–2016. (This list does not include those countries that
appear in multi-country studies.) Affluent countries such as the UK, France and
Germany appear in the top panel; middle and low-income countries such as China,
India and Mexico appear in the bottom panel. Affluent countries are more
Table 2 Non-US countries included in single and dual-country studies
Affluent Countries

Middle and Low-Income Countries

UK

10

China

12

France

10

Mexico

9

Germany

7

India

6

Canada

5

Hungary

3
3

Japan

4

Malawi

Netherlands

4

Nepal

3

Denmark

3

Russia (USSR)

2
2

Israel

3

Ghana

Spain

3

Thailand

2

Sweden

3

Other Countries

10

Italy

2

Middle and Low-Income Total

52

Norway

2

South Africa

2

Other Countries

5

Affluent Total

63
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represented in international research, but not by a great margin. The considerable
attention to China, India and Mexico narrows the gap between the affluent
countries and the rest of the world.
Journals based in the US are not the only ones to rely on empirical analyses from
their own country. We employed the same methodology described here to the British
journal Sociology with similar results: 59.6% of papers relied on British data, along
with 20.6% of papers that were theoretical in nature.5
International Authors
What is the country of origin of authors of ASR and AJS papers? We take data on the
location of the author’s bachelor’s degree as a measure of nationality. As noted above,
this is not a perfect measure and in all likelihood understates the extent of non-US
authorship. Considerable missing data for co-authored papers points in the same
direction. In other words, if bachelor’s degree data are less likely to be available for
non-US authors, then international authors will be concentrated among those with
missing data on nationality.
Figure 7 shows that roughly seven-in-ten authors for sole-authored ASR and AJS
papers received their BA degree in the US. When we compare journals, we again see
AERJ as the most US-centric of this set of journals, with over 80% of sole authors being
US-educated. While APSR has the most international papers, subject-wise, AER has the
most international authors. Indeed, a majority of sole authors of AER papers received
their bachelor’s degrees outside the US. This finding is indicative of the international
nature of the discipline of economics.
The US-focused nature of these journals comes into sharper relief when the country
of PhDs, rather than the country of bachelor’s degrees, is used to index nationality. In
other words, the great majority of sole authors in these prominent journals obtained
their research training in the US. This pattern is evident in Fig. 8. Roughly nine-in-ten
sole authors of ASR and AJS papers are US-trained. The importance of US-training is
also evident in economics, with roughly four-out-of-five sole authors having obtained
their PhD in the US.
The US-based representation is also evident, albeit to a slightly more moderated
degree, if we use the nationality of faculty position as the measure of national location.
These results can be seen in Fig. 9 (see next to last page of document). Approximately
six of seven sole-authored ASR and AJS papers were written by faculty holding
positions in US departments. This is true of two-thirds of sole-authored AER papers.
While the patterns for sole-authored papers are quite clear, the fact is that only a
minority of papers are sole-authored. These data can be seen in Fig. 10.
Multiple authorships pose several challenges. The main problem is missing data: we
were not able to track down the bachelor’s degree location of a considerable number of
second and third authors. Another consideration is differences in the customs of
authorship order. In economics, alphabetical authorship is customary for co-authored
5

Our methodology differs from that employed by Zougris (2019). In our approach a report of a study of
British families published in Sociology would be an ethnocentric paper even if it used similar approach to a
study of American families published in the US journal. In other words, we focus on data sources rather than
Zougris’ focus on national differences in research topics.
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Fig. 7 Country (BA) of sole author

papers, whereas in sociology, the order of authorship in general reflects the degree of
contribution.
International collaborations are quite common in co-authored papers. This conclusion emerges quite clearly in the results in Fig. 11. Let us take AJS as a starting point. In
papers with multiple authorship, strictly US-teams (that is, everyone having a US
bachelor’s degree) comprise 38% of papers where all authors could be identified,
nearly identical to the 37% of papers where the teams included both US and non-US
authors. US-only teams were somewhat more common in ASR multi-authored papers,
but again they do not reach the majority. Economics again garners the position as most
international, with cross-national collaborations well more than twice as common as
US-only teams.
Our final analysis examines the connection between international subject matter and
international authorship. See results in Table 3 for sole-authored papers. There is a

Fig. 8 Country (PhD) of sole author
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Fig. 9 Country (faculty position) of sole author

strong but far from perfect association between international authorship and the
international focus of research papers. A striking finding is that, in the field of
sociology, non-US sole authors are more likely to draw on US data for their research
than they are to use non-US data (odds ratio = 4.7 combining data from ASR and AJS).
Summing across all journals, there is an association between national origin and the
likelihood of including data on the US, with US authors 3.9 times more likely to rely on
US than their foreign counterparts. (This was computed across all journals, and the
association is statistically significant, p < .001). This is a strong association to be sure,
but it is consistent with the majority of non-US scholars relying at least in part on USbased data.
The connection between international authorship and an international topical focus
is clearly evident, but it is far from unitary. Non-US authors often draw on US data in
their papers in ASR and AJS, and actually do so more often than using data from their

Fig. 10 Sole (vs. multiple) authors (percent)
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Fig. 11 Country of BA- multiple authors

own countries. Figure 12 presents data on the percent of sole-authors papers that
include data on the US. For the purpose of this analysis, theoretical papers are not
included. The results indicate that the majority of papers by US authors rely on data that
includes the US. However, it is also the case that non-US authors (as defined by the
Table 3 Country of sole author (BA) by country-focus of article
Author US

Author Non-US

BA Degree

BA Degree

%

N

%

N

91.9%

57

100.0%

1

AERJ

US focus
non-US focus

8.1%

5

0.0%

0

ASR

US focus

76.7%

56

44.4%

8

non-US focus

23.3%

17

55.6%

10

AJS

US focus

81.3%

61

44.4%

8

non-US focus

18.7%

14

55.6%

10

AER

US focus

48.8%

21

25.0%

3

non-US focus

51.2%

22

75.0%

9
19

APSR
Demography

US focus

73.8%

45

59.4%

non-US focus

26.2%

16

40.6%

13

US focus

77.1%

27

42.9%

12

non-US focus

22.9%

8

57.1%

16
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Percent of Data Papers Including US Data,
by Naonality of Sole Author (BA Degree)
98.3%
100.0%

American Educaonal Research Journal

87.5%

American Sociological Review

63.0%

88.4%

American Journal of Sociology

58.3%

70.3%

American Polical Science Review

55.2%

89.3%

American Economic Review

71.9%

0.0%

20.0%

US Sole Author

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

120.0%

Non-US Sole Author

Fig. 12 Percent of Data Papers Including US Data, by Nationality of Sole Author (BA Degree)

location of their bachelor’s degree) also include data on the US in the majority of their
papers. This is evident for all of the journals included in the analysis, although this
finding varies from a slight majority (55.2%) for APSR to 100% for AERJ. This
inclusion of US data may be the result of studying in the US for graduate school, the
relatively high quality and easy accessibility of data on the US, or it may reflect a belief
that the inclusion of data on the US increases the chances for landing a publication in
one of these top journals.
What of theoretical papers? Does the relative prominence of theoretical models in
APSR and AER provide easier access to these journals for non-US scholars? There is
indeed a positive association: non-US authors are disproportionately likely to write
theoretical papers for AER and APSR (odds ratio = 1.4), but this association is not
statistically significant.
The international representation of non-US authors in APRS and AER is due in part
to the ability of non-US authors to publish theoretical papers. Indeed, for both journals,
non-US sole authors are more likely to publish theoretical papers than they are to
publish papers using data from outside the US.
Summary
We have used data from the 2010–2016 period to address the question, “How USfocused are the sociology journals ASR and AJS?” The answer turns out to be a bit more
multi-faceted than some might have expected. It is surely the case that the preponderance of articles in these journals have a substantive focus on the US, as indexed by the
use of data drawn from US sources.
Since some articles include the US as well as other countries, an even larger share
include the US along with data drawn from one or more countries. In terms of
disciplinary comparisons, sociology is less US-focused than is education, but it is less
international than demography, political science and economics.
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With respect to authorship, the answer depends in part on how international authors are
defined. While a considerable minority of ASR and AJS papers are written by scholars who
earned their bachelor’s degrees outside the US, the great majority of sole-authors received
their graduate training in the US and nearly as many have faculty positions in the US.
Our portrait of co-authored papers is incomplete due to missing data. Nonetheless, it
is clear that international collaborations are quite common. AJS cross-national collaborations involving at least one non-US author were roughly as common as exclusively
US teams. For ASR, US-only teams were somewhat more common, but still represented
less than half of coauthored papers.
The differences across fields may well be explained by the historical development of
these fields. Education research has focused on policy matters designed to improve
school performance, and thus the extreme US-focus could be due to the unique national
policy configuration and policy-reform agenda found in the US. The field of demography, in contrast, has historically been engaged with concerns over the global population, and the field remains more international even after the field has added such
topics as the life course, aging and population health to its set of interests. Political
science has also had a greater international focus given the importance of international
relations and other substantive fields in its intellectual purview. Variation across fields
also reflects many other factors, including historical training patterns, hiring and
promotion systems, funding levels, the production of data (which is often done by
government agencies), to name just a few.
The field of economics gives us reason for caution. On the one hand, the research is
more international in scope, but that does not mean it is less western. Indeed, congruity
of framework may well facilitate international representation. This may in part address
the international stratification concern but not in a way that promotes a deep cultural
understanding of non-western countries.
We should note here that we cannot preclude the possibility that these observed
findings may result, at least in part, from a lesser volume of submissions from
international scholars when compared to that of their American counterparts. We did
not have access to data on submissions, acceptance rates, or the substantive content of
the reviews. Due to these data limitations, we are not able to pinpoint the explanation
for the modest number of international papers in in ASR and ASJ.

Discussion
We have seen that sociology is near the bottom relative to other social science fields
with respect to international representation. What are the possible explanations for this
pattern?
One possibility is that editors are inclined to publish papers on the US because they
are more-highly cited. This possibility could be tested with citation data, but it is
beyond the scope of this paper. While the lower citation of non-US papers may well be
true, this pattern does not account for variation across social-science fields.
Following Zuckerman and Merton’s (1971) paper on variation in acceptance rates,
one may conclude that low acceptance rates (such as those evident in the ASR and the
AJS) reflect a low level of consensus in the field. Under these conditions, arbitrary
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considerations such as a study’s research style and national focus can become a factor
in a journal’s decision-making process.6
Stevens and his colleagues (Stevens et al. 2018) attribute the US-focus to status
competition among departments. They suggest that faculty discourage their students
from pursuing international topics because they feel such research interest will hurt the
student’s chances on the job market and will erode the department’s ranking (by
reducing its placement record.)
Other possible explanations may be related to the normative, contextual and methodological implications of US centrality, as described above. The first, the normative
may be related to sociology’s latent liberal political agenda (Abbott 2016), its zeitgeist
(Burawoy 2005) and grammar (Mizrachi 2016). Due to the American normative stance,
international studies may not be attuned to the political nuances expected by American
editors and reviewers, who may not find them sufficiently sensitive to issues of
“political correctness” with respect to gender, ethnicity, and sexual orientation, among
others. The second, the contextual, may be related to the centrality of the American
context vis-à-vis other international contexts. Here, we refer to the possibility that many
international cases may be treated as “regional” rather than “general” by American
editorial boards or reviewers and thus not suited to top US journals, primarily because
of their distance from the American context. For instance, whereas descriptions of
patterns of inequality in American society may be found to be of general theoretical
significance, similar descriptions and patterns, if found in Bulgaria, may be regarded as
regional. The third reason, the methodological, rests on the possibility that international
scholars do not meet the standards of the cutting-edge quantitative methodologies
conceived in the US and favored by both the ASR and the AJS. This may be the result
of different training (especially among international scholars not trained in the US) as
well as differences in preferences and academic traditions. All of these considerations
potentially become more salient as the pressure to publish increases, which ratchets up
demand for the limited space in the top journals.
As we note above, we are not in a position to test these hypotheses or adjudicate
among these explanations. Nor are we inclined to lay all of the blame on editors and
reviewers, or even on American sociology. Variation across countries in training, data
quality, research styles and other factors may well contribute to the underrepresentation of international research in top-ranked sociology journals. While subsequent research may attempt to pin down more precisely the causes of the patterns
outlined here, we conclude with two main thoughts.
We worry about the impoverishment of American sociology and the limited understanding of how patterns established in the US may vary in other countries. And we
worry about the deleterious effects that the current journal hierarchy has on research
conducted outside of the US. In other words, researchers in a number of countries
sometimes twist their ideas into knots in a vain attempt to land a paper in a top
American journal, while others find it easier to publish using well-recognized US data
sets. As we have seen, more than half of papers published in ASR by international
authors draw on US data. We are concerned about the effect these strategies may have
on sociological research in countries around the world.

6

This was suggested by Yu Xie in a personal communication.
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More broadly, our findings raise questions regarding sociology’s claims to
universalism as a scientific discipline (Merton 1942). By this we mean that if
the findings published in flagship journals are produced almost exclusively in
the US, while many of the studies conducted abroad and appearing in the same
journals are geared toward the US “market”, to what extent can we generalize
beyond the American setting? The concern pertains to the applicability of the
research questions, data, findings, and conclusions of many studies appearing in
top journals to sites beyond America’s borders. Moreover, as mentioned earlier,
the dearth of findings from international research limits our ability to gain
insights from the experiences of other countries Even more troubling is the
possibility that theoretical or empirical challenges to dominant American paradigms or zeitgeists, if coming from outside the US, have an additional hurdle to
overcome. In the face of the challenges of deep diversity (Galston 1995), in
which groups are divided by their fundamental assumptions about the social
and political order yet share the same political space, and the crisis of liberalism, sociological insights and findings obtained outside the US could inform
American sociology.
These insights and findings have the potential to yield new understandings regarding
the 2016 US elections (Mizrachi 2016; Mizrachi and Mautner 2016), but may fail to
penetrate the major American outlets. Outside the U.S., the limitations of American
sociology’s liberal lens (Mizrachi 2016) are now resonating with “the great paradox” of
American working class support for the right (Frank 2004; Hochschild 2016) and
Donald Trump’s election.
This implies that the vitality of sociology as universal scientific discipline is likely to
benefit from more inclusive patterns of publication. In the same vein, by opening the
door to greater international representation, American sociology could broaden its own
theoretical scope, applicability, and relevance.
Significance
Articles in the leading two sociology journals, as our data suggest, consist disproportionately of studies about the US by American professional sociologists or by those
trained in the US. Readers of America’s top journals (both in the US and elsewhere)
therefore learn more about US preoccupations and less about new sociological insights
coming from other countries. What is viewed as first-rate sociological knowledge
therefore flows primarily in one direction.7
This clearly stratified structure of the discipline has broader implications that go
to the heart of sociology’s mission as a scientific discipline: to produce universal
or at least generalizable knowledge. Does the particularity of contemporary sociology impair the discipline’s ability to produce generalizable knowledge? We
should recall that sociology, as a scientific discipline, has always been anchored
in a particular time and space. Yet, both classical and twentieth-century sociology

7
This, perhaps, does not include the major European centers, such as France and Germany, where classical
sociology first emerged.
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endeavored to produce a body of generalizable knowledge transcending the
bounds of the local contexts out of which the ideas emerged. Durkheim’s forms
of solidarity and Weber’s notion of bureaucracy and rationality represented their
own readings of modernity as witnessed in Western Europe at the time. And yet,
these notions provided analytical tools for comparative research and a myriad of
studies across national borders. We are concerned that sociology’s historic ability
to produce generalizable ideas that “travel” across national borders may be limited
by the one-way flow of ideas, the stratified structure of the discipline –- as well as
sociology’s increasingly normative focus.
We are also concerned about the potential effect that the US-based journal ranking
system has on foreign scholars and foreign scholarship. As we have seen, in some
cases the effort to attain US standards may induce international scholars to conduct
research on the US, to the detriment of research on their own countries. Another
potential effect is the possible distortion of seeing the world through an American
lens. As Mara Loveman has suggested, conducting research around the world with
cognitive maps “made in the USA” (Loveman 2014),8 can lead to problematic
conclusions. Conversations with colleagues suggest, that at least in some cases,
international authors, seeking the approval of American reviewers, adopt frameworks
that are drawn from the US or try to focus on data points most comparable to the US,
thus leaving out what may be the most interesting and distinctive features of their own
national context.
The issue may well go beyond empirical generalization to deeper normative
assumptions. Sociology, since its inception, has toggled between “science” and
“social criticism”; that is, between a commitment to the production of scientific
knowledge and a striving for social justice or reform (Boltanski 2011). The
notion of social criticism developed in Europe beginning in the late sixteenth
century as a new cultural phenomenon. However, “…it was in sociological
inquiry above all that problems of social life became objects not only of critical
appraisal, but of systematic scientific research” (Eisenstadt and Curelaru
1976:2). Science and social criticism have percolated the discipline throughout
its history. In recent years, however, American sociology has come to face new
challenges as the tension between the normative and the empirical becomes
increasingly apparent.
As Andrew Abbott (2016: 345) recently observed, the “ever-increasing disparity
between the sophistication of empirical methods in social science and the simplicity
and even naivete of … normative reasoning” has heightened. Inequality is a central
preoccupation of contemporary sociology, but inequality is often understood with
particular liberal assumptions in mind. This starting point may be particularly problematic for the understanding and evaluation of social justice outside the USA.
Nonetheless, in a reality where the US has become the major producer of professional
sociologists in the world, there are sociologists in many countries who have effectively
been intellectually shaped, in other words “made [but not born] in the USA”. Serving as

The cited phrase was taken from the title of Mara Loveman’s article, “Travelling abroad with a map of a
made-in-the-USA neo-liberal city”, written in response to the work of Loic Waquant. It appeared in Ethnic and
Racial Studies, 2014, 37(10), 1753–1760.
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sociology’s emissaries, they “travel abroad with a map made in the USA”, trying to find
their way through the social maze of their native lands. They bring with them a rather
sophisticated methodological toolkit, infused with an emancipatory spirit and a clear
moral vision, yet this vision is often found to be alien to their subjects in the field
(Mizrachi 2016, 2017).
This dissonance between the normative foundations of American sociology and
the world it studies is captured by Michael Buroway’s metaphor of the “scissors
movement”, which he uses to depict sociology’s move to the left while the world
moves to the right (Burawoy 2005, p. 6). To understand this dissonance, we must
delve into the normative underpinnings of American sociology in order to excavate
its moral and ontological grammar (Mizrachi 2016). Our inquiry is in line with
Abbott’s dissection of sociology’s normative underpinnings. It is the contractarian
ontology, he suggests, that is captured in the sociological imagination and shared
with other social sciences; as he notes, “these disciplines seem to share a single
normative imagination against which empirical reality is judged as good or bad”
(Abbott 2016, p. 350).
American sociology, then, not only leads the world in the production of articles
in peer-reviewed journals, but it may directly and indirectly also export a liberal
moral and cognitive vision. Sociologists who travel to the outside world, especially to countries rarely covered in the leading journals, are positioned to encounter billions of people who may not accept these cognitive and moral assumptions. The voices of these non-liberal subjects are rarely heard (perhaps “silenced”
is not too strong a term to use), and their behavior and attitudes (as when nonliberal attitudes are expressed by individuals belonging to marginalized groups)
regarded as “wrong”, “bad”, or “anomalies”—problems to be explained, awaiting
a liberal remedy.9
If the peoples of the world are not easily wedged into categories that fit sociology’s
normative ontology, then sociology’s ability to offer an adequate reading of the social
world, and the universality or, at least, the generalizability of its knowledge, may be
vulnerable to challenge.
The ethnocentrism of the leading journals may become routine and acceptable in
ordinary times, when international anomalies may be readily dismissed, and all the
more so when they originate in ostensibly peripheral sites. However, these anomalies
are no longer confined to the margins; they have reached the center and shaken the
liberal imagination as well as the sociological imagination. The recent challenges to the
liberal democratic vision of world order underscore the importance of developing a
fully international sociological understanding of current living societies. The liberal
normative ontology (Abbott 2016) of contemporary American sociology may thus act
as a blinder when trying to understand the world we study, and perhaps even the
American case as well.
We suggest that increasing the exposure of American sociologists to ideas, concepts,
and empirical studies originating beyond U.S. prescriptions is likely to help in laying
the foundations of more generalizable sociological knowledge.
9
To be sure, we clearly distinguish between “liberal remedy” in terms of moral vision, and “neoliberalism”,
which has been a major target of contemporary sociological criticism. By the former, we mean liberal justice
and human rights in their pure forms as ultimate cures for all types of social inequality.
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